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Abstract 
Tongue-movement ear pressure (TMEP) signals provide an unobtrusive, completely non-invasive, wearable 
and assistive human-machine interface (HMI).  The HMI concept is based on monitoring volitional 
bioacoustic activity generated through prescribed tongue motions.  In this paper, a heterogeneous decoding 
framework is presented, enabling effective real-time polychotomous classification between the various 
tongue actions and dichotomous discrimination of unintended bioacoustic activity from the volitional signals.  
Using this customised framework and developed software, the real-time performance was evaluated for both 
three (six subjects) and four action (four subjects) discrimination, using healthy subjects.  Ignoring false 
negative rejections, the system achieved sensitivities of >90% for three-action discrimination and >80% for 
four action discrimination, across all tested subjects.  The interference rejection (IR) capabilities of the 
framework were also fully demonstrated, using challenging offline data sets.  This included a subset of low 
frequency interference signals with similar temporal characteristics and frequency distributions as the 
volitional tongue activity.  The IR subsystem achieved an average specificity of 76.2% during three-action 
discrimination and 79.9% during four-action discrimination.  To highlight the potential of the system for 
substituting or augmenting existing assistive interfaces, a case study is presented demonstrating the utility of 
TMEP signals for hand prosthesis control.  Full tongue control was evaluated against three alternative control 
strategies, namely natural human-hand manipulation, proportional-based control and a hybrid strategy, when 
performing an everyday object manipulation task.  In all cases, the task was completed with the hybrid 
strategy performing comparably and even outperforming the proportional-based control strategy.   
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Introduction 
The emergence of the silicon era has developed a progressive societal reliance on technology for mobility, 
interaction, healthcare and entertainment.  Advances in modern day healthcare treatments now mean there is 
an increase in patient survival rates, albeit often at the cost of a reduction in their functional capacity post-
operatively.  In many cases, this can even lead to severe motor impairment [1].  Therefore, emerging tech-
nologies which explore alternative means of interfacing human and machine is of ever increasing signifi-
cance.   Assistive interfaces provide a means of replacing or bypassing an individual’s motor impairment so 
that they are able to interact with their environment, thus increasing their functional capacity [2].   A signifi-
cant challenge faced by both designers and clinicians is matching the interface to the user capacity. Further-
more, having a diverse selection of assistive solutions is of particular importance as individual patients may 
select future interfacing systems for practical, cosmetic, or other reasons independent of bit rate or even ob-
jective efficacy [3].   We now discuss some of the most pertinent and emerging human-machine interfaces 
(HMI) below. 

Currently one of the oldest and most widely used assistive interfaces is what is termed a ‘sip and puff’ device 
[4]. Its use has been documented since the early sixties, where it was integrated into a typewriter controller 
and is considered one of the earliest electric communication devices [5]. It comprises a tube connecting the 
user’s mouth to a pressure sensor, allowing a positive or negative pressure to be exerted. This pressure dif-
ferential is generated by changes in airflow caused by either blowing (puffing) or sucking (sipping) down the 
tube. Therefore, the device operates as a simple switch, with option for extending the instruction set through 
the use of multiple tubes. Today its widespread commercialisation can be attributed to its simplicity which is 



also testament to its functionality, usability and reliability. Having said this, it requires individuals to have 
full control of their diaphragm and subsequent oral airflow, as well as the tube constantly moving between 
mouth and environment which has associated hygiene risks. 

More recently, a similar device in terms of the hardware involved, has been developed to mitigate some of 
the aforementioned issues associated with the sip and puff technology. It is centred around the sniffing reflex 
associated with controlling air flow through the nasal passage [6]. As sniffing requires fine control of the soft 
palate (velum), innervated by multiple cranial nerves, it is hypothesised that the sniffing control may remain 
preserved even after severe injury. The sniff controller itself consists of a nasal cannula that carries changes 
in nasal pressure from the nostrils to a pressure sensor, with commands generated via volitional inhaling and 
exhaling through the nasal cavity. Therefore, by just opening or closing the velum, a change in pressure oc-
curs and a command can be issued.  However, if the nasal passage is blocked, for example, due to a common 
cold, then this access pathway becomes temporarily unavailable. The ability to control sniffs can come natu-
rally for both healthy and impaired individual, but in many cases requires learning through a simple feedback 
process.  For some individuals, volitional control of this physiological mechanism is not possible.  

At the forefront of current research trends in HMI technologies are brain machine interfaces (BMI) [2], [7], 
[8]. The main reason for their popularity is that, rather than substituting one motor function with another, it 
bypasses functional loss by connecting directly to the source of the motor command within the brain. As 
such, it has the potential for providing a means of communication for even the most severely impaired, for 
example, due to locked-in-syndrome.  Having said this, emerging rehabilitative methods generally need to be 
placed intra-cortically to achieve adequate spatial resolution and generate reliable neuromotor control signals.  
Unfortunately, intra-cortical BMI have significant clinical and post-clinical operational costs and are beyond 
the means of the majority of patients [9].  

Gaze tracking using optical hardware has been highlighted as an alternative to BMI [10], [11]. Monitoring 
eye movements provides a suitable pathway for substituting functional loss associated with damage to the 
peripheral nervous system (PNS).  This is particularly attractive as the ocular-motor subsystem is innervated 
from the brainstem and therefore generally remains undamaged.  Utilising a binocular setup allows the point-
of-gaze to be estimated producing a control signal which is not only analogue in nature but can potentially be 
three-dimensional.  There are two predominant hardware configurations, namely, contact and noncontact 
based solutions.  Contact based setups are fixed to the head of the user, usually via modified spectacles, mak-
ing them portable and the gaze estimate unaffected by inherent head motions.  However, the hardware is 
highly obtrusive, impractical and, as such, interferes with daily functioning.  On the other hand, noncontact 
based setups are physically uncoupled from the individual and although leaving their head free, are importa-
ble and require both initial calibration and estimation of coupled head motions.  Additionally, the ‘Midas-
touch’ problem is a significant issue which needs to be addressed by gaze technologies and is summarised as 
the problem of differentiating normal behaviours from intentional commands.  

As speech is the natural communication medium for humans, automatic speech recognition (ASR) provides a 
promising avenue for HMI systems [12].  ASR has been an active area of research for the past five decades 
and as such has led to the ability for effective decoding of vocal commands [13].  Having said this, speaker 
independent training, although possible, requires an extremely large corpus.  Also, due to the expansive na-
ture of language, the command set needs to be chosen carefully and can be easily misinterpreted during nor-
mal conversation.  This bears similarities to the ‘Midas-Touch’ problem described earlier.  The majority of 
ASR systems use airborne signals captured through a microphone positioned in front of the mouth.  As such, 
it provides a highly portable system which can potentially be used on the move, although, having a micro-
phone positioned in front of the mouth can be impractical for many situations.   

The vocal joystick has recently been developed in an attempt to permit analogue control of the environment 
using vocalisations [14], [15].  It outputs a continuous control signal proportional to certain vocal parameters 
or prosodic features, for example, vowel quality, loudness and/or pitch. As such, it differs from traditional 



ASR systems which generally recognise a sequence of discrete sounds.   Although providing proportional 
control, issuing commands can be slow and unintuitive thus requiring a high cognitive load during execution. 

The proximity of the cranial nerves, specifically the Hypoglossal nerve, in relation to the brainstem implies 
that the tongue can provide a robust access pathway for assistive HMI applications.  It also has rich sensory 
and motor cortex representation which rivals that of fine finger motor control.  Therefore, various emerging 
tongue-based technologies have been developed, with the most common being the tongue-touch device [16], 
[17].  Although developed under several guises, it generally comprises a set of switches mounted on a dental 
retainer which is located against the palate of the user.  A pointing reflex is assumed by the tongue, allowing 
an individual to generate a discrete control signal whenever contact is made with a switch. A variety of dif-
ferent sensors and switch topologies are employed, allowing for efficient, robust and accurate control over 
the environment.  However, they are bulky and obtrusive, with continually removal and insertion into the 
mouth having associated health risks and issues concerning user comfort.   

Recently, the tongue drive system (TDS) has been developed in an attempt to alleviate many of these issues 
[18], [19].  It tracks volitional tongue motion by detecting the position of a small permanent magnetic tracer 
attached to the tip of the tongue.  A pair of tri-axial magnetic sensor modules, fitted bilaterally and externally 
to the oral cavity, measures the change in magnetic field due to the movement of this magnetic tracer.  Alt-
hough minimally invasive, it still requires the tracer to be placed inside the mouth. Furthermore, the sensor 
modules need to be located in close proximity to this tracer either inside the oral cavity or just outside it. This 
could limit its appropriation due to drawbacks associated with hygiene, perceptibility and obtrusiveness. 

We have previously introduced tongue-movement ear pressure (TMEP) signals as a means of expressing 
user intention within HMI applications [20], [21].  Utilising such volitional bioacoustic activity can provide a 
completely non-invasive and unobtrusive communication method whilst still leveraging the tongue, 
alongside its aforementioned strengths, as input.   The TMEP system uses simple hardware in the form of 
microphones positioned within the ear(s) of the user.  Prescribed tongue flicks have unique bioacoustic 
signatures which are captured by the microphones, allowing discrete commands to be issued.  In this paper, 
we demonstrate the real-time capabilities of the TMEP system when employed in conjunction with a stereo 
channel heterogeneous ensemble decoding architecture.  A case study is used to highlight the validity of the 
real-time TMEP system for HMI applications, specifically for (synergistic) control of a Bebionic v2 
prosthetic hand.  

Methods and materials 

Tongue-movement ear pressure signals 
It has been previously established that bioacoustic signals, generated through impulsive tongue actions, can 
be noninvasively captured from the ears [20], [21].  The user expresses their intention through tongue flicks, 
creating acoustic signals within the ear canals.  These have been coined as tongue-movement ear pressure 
(TMEP) signals, due to the nature of their generation and evolution within the oral and auditory regions.  The 
actions themselves involve placement of the tip of the tongue at the base of the central incisor, left or right 
first molar and flicking the tongue up (bottom, left or right action) and placing the tip of the tongue against 
the top of the palate and flicking down (top action).  This instruction set was chosen as it directly relates to 
the cardinal control scheme of up, down, left and right.  Figure 1 (bottom left) illustrates the described action 
set and tongue trajectory during a specific movement.  Based on their unique bioacoustic signatures, the 
prescribed tongue movements are distinguishable from one another as well as normally occurring activity, 
such as speech, coughing and swallowing [22].  This is due to the motions not typically occurring in daily 
activity, although they feel natural to execute implicating their repeatability. 



 

Figure 1- Illustration of the TMEP concept and example plots showing typical bioacoustic activity. 

 
The typical duration of a controlled TMEP action is approximately 200ms, with all noticeable signal oscilla-
tions absent following this time frame. Figure 1 (top right) shows a set of a hundred aligned instances of the 
four actions for one subject.  The critical frequency band associated with the controlled actions is 0 – 100 Hz, 
with the peak frequency generally lying in the 20 – 40 Hz range.  Figure 1 (bottom right) shows the mean 
and standard deviation of the frequency responses, across the hundred instances, for the same signal set.   
These plots highlight the potential for discrimination based on frequency as well as time domain information 
during inter-action classification.  Due to the broad spectrum of interference which can occur, interference 
rejection is based predominantly on frequency domain information due to normal bioacoustic activity cap-
tured within the ear occurring at frequencies up to 1 kHz.   The majority of this non-controlled activity, for 
example speech, is therefore differentiable from the lower frequency tongue actions [23].  As such, these 
higher frequencies need to be retained and therefore a sampling rate of 2 kHz is required.  Furthermore, the 
signals are segmented to 512 samples (0.256 seconds) allowing the full waveform to be captured with a seg-
ment length that is an integer power of two.  

Bioacoustic HMI real-time processing framework 
Figure 2 shows the HMI processing framework consisting of extraction and decoding of volitional 
bioacoustic activity.  The activity extraction phase consists of detection and signal segmentation and is 
followed by a specific interference rejection (IR) subsystem.  Inter-action classification of the volitional 
tongue movements   consists of template alignment and heterogeneous ensemble decoding of the stereo 
TMEP channels. 



 

Figure 2 - The real-time bioacoustic extraction and decoding framework 

Activity extraction 
The extraction phase is based on detection of volitional activity within the continuous bioacoustic signal.  
This is followed by signal segmentation which produces a finite length waveform for further processing.  
Activity detection is based on similar methods used in automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems and uses 
the short-term energy (STE) of the incoming signal [24].   For each channel, the STE is used as the detection 
contour alongside fixed thresholds to generate a binary detection decision [25].  Each STE contour can be 
calculated using 

𝐸𝑛 = ∑
𝑘=𝑛−𝑊𝐸+1

𝑛
𝑥𝑘2 

 
where 𝑥𝑘  is a single sample of a single channel bioacoustic signal, 𝐸𝑛 is the STE value at time 
index 𝑛 and 𝑊𝐸  is the finite window length that the STE is calculated in.   
Although the STE is already a relatively efficient calculation, its computational load can be further reduced 
by introducing a STE update law during real-time processing.  This is important as the detection contour 
requires constant monitoring and therefore needs to be continually updated.  When a new data packet is 
received, consisting of  𝐶 ≥ 1 data samples, the following STE update can be computed  

 
𝐸𝑛+𝐶 = 𝐸𝑛 + ‖𝑿𝑛+𝐶‖2 − �𝑿𝑛−𝑊𝐸�
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where ‖𝑿𝑛‖ represents the 𝑙2-norm of a 𝐶-dimensional data packet  𝑿𝑛 ⊂ ℝ𝐶 . If the ‖𝑿𝑛‖2 values are stored 
in an additional circular buffer, ignoring read/write operations, the STE computation is reduced from 
2𝑊𝐸 − 1 to only 2 mathematical operations. 
Dichotomous detection is achieved by thresholding the detection contour and involves four adjustable 
parameters.  The most important is a fixed lower energy threshold (𝑇𝐿), which when exceeded (at point 𝑝) 
and receded (at point 𝑞) in accordance with the remaining parameters, indicates the presence of a TMEP 
event.  Table 1 gives a full description of the detection parameters.  For multichannel detection, assuming the 
channels to have similar energy content, the same threshold values can be stipulated for all channels and only 
when they all flag a TMEP event will one be indicated. 
 



Table 1- Description of fixed thresholds associated with volitional TMEP event detection within the 
bioacoustic activity 

Condition Reason 

�𝑬𝒑,𝑬𝒑+𝟏, … ,𝑬𝒒� > 𝑻𝑳 Fixed lower energy threshold inhibits detection of ambient noise and low 
energy signals 

�𝑬𝒑,𝑬𝒑+𝟏, … ,𝑬𝒒� < 𝑻𝑼 Fixed upper energy threshold inhibits detection of  high energy signals, for 
example speech signals 

𝒒 − 𝒑 > 𝑫𝑳 Fixed lower duration threshold inhibits detection of very impulsive signals 

𝒒 − 𝒑 < 𝑫𝑼 
Fixed upper duration threshold inhibits detection of longer signals, for example 
motion artifacts 

 
Once a signal has been detected, segmentation follows and is based on the maximum STE value.  The 

signal is initially segmented using position 𝑡  of maximum STE  (𝐸𝑡)  located in the range [𝑝, 𝑞] where 
𝐸𝑛 exceeds and then recedes 𝑇𝐿  while fulfilling the remaining detection conditions.  Thus the initial end-
point is given by 

𝑡 = arg𝑚𝑚𝑥
𝑛

{𝐸𝑝,𝐸𝑝+1, . . . ,𝐸𝑛, … ,𝐸𝑞} 

 
The initial start-point is then given by 𝑟 = 𝑡 − 𝑁, where 𝑁 = 0.256f𝑠, that is, the time a TMEP signal 
typically takes to execute and its associated waveform to completely decay.  The signal is then shifted so that 

the midpoint of the 1D distribution 𝑥𝑘2/ ∑
𝑗=𝑟

𝑡
𝑥𝑗2 is located at the midpoint of the segmentation window.  For 

multichannel extraction, the channels are concurrently shifted, with the start-points, end-points and shifting 
points taken as the average across all channels. 

Interference rejection 
The IR subsystem has been developed to improve the robustness of real-time identification of tongue 
movement commands in the present of internal and external interferences [22].  Potentially occurring 
interfering activity covers a broad spectrum and includes speech, swallowing, coughing and remote muscular 
artifacts, to name a few.  The IR strategy itself is based on feature extraction, feature computation and 
selection and dichotomous discrimination between this unintentional activity and the volitional tongue 
actions.  A wavelet packet transform (WPT) is used to extract transient changes in the bioacoustic segments 
within different frequency bands.  At a sampling frequency of 2 kHz, using a ‘Sym7’ wavelet and WPT 
decomposition to scale four, sixteen channels of WPT coefficients are obtained, each with a frequency 
bandwidth of 62.5 Hz.  Tongue generated TMEP signals have the majority of their energy located in the low 
frequency bands (0-62.5, 62.5-125 Hz) whereas the energy associated with interfering signals is distributed 
at both low and/or high frequency.   Based on this observation, discriminatory features were defined based 
on combinations of the absolute power and low-to-high frequency power ratios among the sixteen WPT 
bands.  For a full description of the WPT features and the IR strategy in general, the reader is directed 
towards [22]. 

During classification, the system is trained on subject-specific tongue movement signals (comprising all the 
actions) and a subset of generalised interfering signals collected from independent subjects.  As the 
interference training data can only contain a limited subset of potentially occurring signals, a representative 
set of activities including coughing and swallowing actions and utterances of the words, ‘0’, ‘1’, …, ‘9’, 
‘on’, ‘off’, ‘start’, ‘stop’, ‘open’ and ‘close’ were chosen.  Both a support vector machine (SVM) and 
multivariate Gaussian classifier (MGC) were tested, although it was found that during initial real-time 
evaluation, the MGC performed most effectively and was therefore chosen for the real-time IR subsystem.  
For multichannel bioacoustic signals, a simple extension is applied during feature computation, whereby the 
computed features from each bioacoustic channel are concatenated to form a single feature vector.  This 
implies that for the dual-channel TMEP setup, the number of IR features computed is 32.       



Heterogeneous ensemble decoding 

For polychotomous decoding of volitional tongue actions, a heterogeneous ensemble framework has been 
proposed [26].  Ensemble classifiers provide an effective architecture for discrimination by mimicking 
natural human philosophy of seeking multiple expert opinions before making an important decision [27].  
The majority of ensemble architectures employ a homogeneous set of members and achieve diversity 
through data resampling, random classifier parameter initialisation and/or feature subsamples.  By employing 
a heterogeneous ensemble, different base model types are incorporated into the committee with the idea 
being that different models can be both accurate and diverse [28].  Heterogeneity in ensembles is still a 
relatively underexplored area, but when the training set is small and under-represented, enhancing the 
diversity of the committee in this way can be extremely beneficial.  Furthermore, if the training data is biased 
and only represents a small and local sample of the population, such disparate mixtures don’t rely on 
subsampling of the data set and are therefore more resistant to such data-derived traps [29]. 

Figure 3 shows the generalised heterogeneous ensemble framework employed for decoding volitional 
bioacoustic activity.  It is based on 𝐶 bioacoustic source channels and 𝐵 heterogeneous base classifier models 
consolidated through preferential voting.  By using rank-based preferential voting strategies, it enables fusion 
of disparate discrimination models without requiring parametric rescaling of the individual classifier outputs.  
Furthermore, it provides an additional mechanism for rejection of the classification output based on dissent 
among the ensemble members.  This significantly enhances the interference rejection capabilities of the 
decoding framework as it has the potential for rejecting lower frequency interference which would otherwise 
be missed by the IR subsystem.   

 

 

Figure 3 - Heterogeneous ensemble classification architecture using 𝐶 data sources, 𝐵 base classifier models 
and a preferential fusion strategy 

 
It has been shown previously that a majority vote produces the lowest misclassification error when compared 
to the plurality, alternative, Borda count and Condorcet voting strategies [26].  For a 𝑀-class classification 
problem, it is assumed that an individual base classifier model uses an 𝑀-dimensional binary vector 
[𝑑𝑖,1,𝑑𝑖,2 … ,𝑑𝑖,𝑀] ∈ {0,1}𝑀 when labelling the class outputs.  In this definition 𝑑𝑖,𝑚 = 1 if the chosen class 
is 𝑚 and 0 otherwise, with 𝑖 = 1, 2, … ,𝐵 × 𝐶 and 𝐵 × 𝐶 being the total number of ensemble members.  
During voting fusion, for each class, the votes from each member are tallied into a single ensemble decision 
vector given by 

𝐷𝑚 = �𝑑𝑖,𝑚

𝐵𝐶

𝑖=1

 

 
The simplest voting strategy is the plurality vote and assigns the overall winner as follows 
 



𝜔{𝑃𝑃𝑃} = arg max𝑚(𝐷𝑚) 
 
with 𝜔{𝑃𝑃𝑃} ∈ [1,2, … ,𝑀] or 𝜔{𝑃𝑃𝑃} = 0 in the case of ties.  A majority vote can be considered an extension 
of the plurality vote and includes an additional constraint given by 
 

𝜔{𝑀𝑀𝑗} = { 𝜔{𝑃𝑃𝑃},     if max𝑚(𝐷𝑚) > 𝛼𝐵𝐶
0,                      Otherwise 

 

where 𝛼 = 0.5 is the most commonly used majority vote factor and 𝜔{𝑀𝑀𝑗} = 0 indicates decision rejection.  
It is this additional constraint that increases the rejection capacity when compared to the alternative voting 
strategies. 

Class-specific classification models 
To increase the inter-class separability during individual model classification a template alignment step is 
utilised [20].  The segmentation approach although capturing the majority of energy associated with the 
volitional activity, is not optimal in terms of placement of the signal segments within the fixed window.  
Temporal shifting of an unknown test signal based on morphological commonalities between it and the 𝑀 
templates implies that signals will shift coherently if associated with the same class as the template due to 
similar morphologies.  Signals from alternative classes should shift incongruently thus reducing the 
associated discrimination values due to estimation of the classifier parameters based on training signals 
aligned to their own templates (self-alignment).  

The template creation process is adapted from the pairwise cross-correlation averaging tree described in [20] 
using pre-collected training sets as input to the process.  It has been modified to allow any number of training 
instances associated with a particular class to be used as input based on pruning and weighting of the input 
nodes associated with the pairwise tree.  This process has been coined the partial pairwise cross-correlation 
averaging tree (PPCCAT).  To further increase the stability of the generated templates, under different 
samples and orderings of the training sets, a two stage PPCCAT approach is utilised.  The first stage creates a 
set of templates based on randomised orderings of the training instances, while the second phase fuses these 
templates into a single waveform using an additional PPCCAT process.   

The template alignment pre-processing step creates 𝑀 time shifted replications of the input test signal.  This 
implies that class-specific classification models need to be utilised, whereby each replication is matched to 
the associated class-specific model.  Therefore, discriminative models are unable to be utilised due to this 
pre-processing step.   The following class-specific discrimination strategies are utilised as base classifier 
models within the heterogeneous ensemble architecture.  

Euclidean distance classifier (EDc) – This is also known as the nearest neighbour classifier and assumes the 
time-domain segments to be points in 𝑁-dimensional Euclidean space [30].  A label is assigned based on the 
minimum Euclidean distance between each template and the corresponding aligned test signal. 

Matched filter classifier (MFc) – Matched filters (MF) are designed to locate a signal in additive stochastic 
noise under the assumption that the noise is stationary and the signal is known.  If it is assumed that each 
template is the known signal, then the matched filter classifier assigns a label based on the position of 
maximum cross-correlation between the unknown test signal and the 𝑀 templates. 

Decision fusion classifier (DFc) – The decision fusion classification strategy has been previously introduced 
in [20].  It classifies time domain signals using the samples which give the most effective average 
discrimination, fusing the resulting discrimination likelihoods into class-specific discrete distribution vectors 
followed by classification of these vectors. Initial discrimination is based on a point-wise minimum distance 
classifier, specifically the scalar Euclidean norm nearest mean discriminant function.  The time instants are 
ranked in order of classification accuracy based on this discriminant function, with the highest ranked 
samples used for classification.  The likelihood of classifying a sample from class-𝑚 to class-𝑐 is calculated 
using 𝑀 self-aligned training sets.  An unknown signal is initially aligned with the 𝑀-templates and 



classified using the point-wise discriminant function.  The likelihood of the highest ranked samples for each 
class is extracted and fused into  𝑀-discrete distribution vectors.  The final class label is then assigned by 
marginalizing over these distributions and classified using a discrete Bayes’ classifier. 

Autoregressive classifier (ARc) – An AR model is a general signal model that is suitable for modelling 
random processes and various types of natural phenomena .  AR features are extracted from the aligned 
bioacoustic signals using Burg’s method. Burg’s method has been shown to give a more accurate estimation 
of the 𝑝 model coefficients, especially for smaller data segments, when compared to alternative methods 
such as the Yule-Walker technique [31].  The AR features are classified using a multivariate Gaussian 
classifier with the classifier parameters, namely the mean feature vectors and covariance matrices, estimated 
using the self-aligned training sets.    

Discrete Fourier transform classifier (DFTc) – The fast Fourier transform (FFT) can be used to find a 
discrete approximation of the spectrum of a signal.  During biosignal analysis, generally only specific areas 
of the spectrum contain useful discriminatory information.  This implies that a feature selection method is 
required prior to classification.  A univariate sequential feature selection is utilised in this work due to small 
sample training data compared to a relatively large feature dimension (curse of dimensionality).  The features 
are initially ranked using a filter method and the 𝐷 top-ranked filters selected using 10-fold cross-validation.  
The learning machine utilised is a univariate Gaussian classifier as it alleviates issues associated with the 
curse of dimensionality which would otherwise lead to estimation of singular matrices.  It was found that 
using the real part of the FFT provided the most effective discrimination compared to the magnitude, 
imaginary part or phase during polychotomous classification of TMEP signals.  Due to the symmetry of the 
transform, half the coefficients can be discarded prior to feature selection. 

Principal component analysis classifier (PCAc) – The PCA transform, also known as the discrete 
Karhunen-Loeve transform is a classical data-dependent transform widely used for feature extraction and 
dimensionality reduction in pattern recognition tasks.  It provides a linear decomposition, projecting the data 
onto an orthogonal subspace, whilst maximising the variance of the projected data.  The larger the variance, 
the more informative that direction can be considered.  To create a single transformation matrix, the self-
aligned training data is pooled across the 𝑀-classes with the PCA basis matrix comprising the eigenvectors 
of the associated covariance matrix.  The eigenvalues are equivalent to the variance of the projected data. To 
prevent unnecessary computation of zero-valued eigenvalues, the method based on eigenfaces has been 
utilised [32].  The same strategy employed during DFTc feature selection and classification is used on the 
extracted PCA coefficients. 

Discrete cosine transform classifier (DCTc) – Like the DFT, the DCT is a data-independent spectral 
transform which has an information packing ability similar to the data-dependent PCA transform [33].  Its 
effectiveness can be attributed to typical real world signals being represented by even functions such as 
cosines.  In this work, a DCT (variant II) is used to extract spectral information and assumes both left and 
right even boundary extensions.   Once again, the same strategy employed during DFTc is utilised for the 
feature selection and classification of the DCT coefficients. 

Experimental paradigm 

Participants 
Six healthy subjects (all male) ranging from 17-32 years participated in the real-time experiment.  Based on 
subject availability and to reduce overall practise time, all six subjects (S1-S6) were trained to perform three 
tongue actions of their choice while only four of the subjects (S3 – S6) went on to perform all four actions.   
The study was approved by the local ethics committee and participants gave their informed consent before 
taking part. 

An introductory session was used to instruct each participant in the tongue motions required during 
execution of the four actions.   Although the actions feel natural to execute, they are not normally occurring 



and similar to acquiring new motor skills, require some practise before mastery.   Prior to any practise, 
individuals generally found some of the movements easier to execute, for example, the top and bottom are 
typically less challenging due to the tongue tip trajectory lying on the sagittal plane.  During this first 
session, the subjects demonstrated all four actions and an instructor identified which actions were stronger 
and which were weaker.  The subjects practised making the movements over the course of a few weeks and 
included 2-4 follow-up sessions.  Each of these sessions lasted for less than thirty minutes and involved 
visual feedback from a real-time display of the bioacoustic waveforms.  This allowed the subject to modulate 
and optimise the manner in which they performed the tongue action under guidance from the instructor, who 
established the validity of each action in terms of morphology, SNR, inter-action separability and intra-
action variance.   The participants learnt to perform their actions in order of strongest-to-weakest, until all 
could perform three actions adequately.  Due to time and subject commitment constraints, only four of the 
more adept subjects went on to learn all four actions.  It should be noted that the amount of time it took an 
individual to fully grasp the execution of the actions varied subject-to-subject. 

Real-time testing strategy 
Tongue movements cause pressure changes within the ear canal and can be reliably detected by a sensor. 
Each sensor includes a shielded housing plug, an internal microphone and foam tip. Two generic earpieces 
were inserted into both ear canals of the subject and connected to a stereo USB soundcard. The dual channel 
bioacoustic signals were captured by the microphones and digitised at a sampling rate of 2 kHz and latency 
of 4 ms.  The online data was processed in custom built software written in Matlab. 

The testing strategy involved two distinct phases, namely a volitional action phase and an interference phase. 
The volitional phase was randomised and involved a visual cue consisting of an arrow which indicated to the 
participant which action to perform. To ensure that only one action was recorded during this phase, when an 
event occurred, it instantly switched to the interference phase. If no event was detected within four seconds, 
then a false negative was recorded. The interference phase lasted for four seconds regardless of how many 
events occurred.  During this time, the subjects were not obliged to do anything but should they, for example, 
need to clear their throat then this would be the time to execute such an event. 

During real-time performance evaluation, the following collection procedure was utilised. Four randomised 
test runs per subject were performed, with each test run consisting of presentation of ten of each volitional 
action stimulus (lasting approximately six minutes per test run). The test runs were considered in two pairs, 
with each pair associated with a particular training set. The training sets were collected prior to the test runs 
and consist of thirty of each of the actions used. The interference training sets incorporated 162 instances of 
generalised data collected previously from three independent subjects. This consisted of the eighteen types of 
interference described previously. To ensure that the subject is accustomed to the test strategy, 1-2 practise 
runs were performed prior to the actual testing. This ensured that the participant understood how the test 
strategy worked thus inhibiting the effect that the stimulus based approach had on the results. 

Offline interference data 

Given the expansive and diverse nature of potentially interfering signals, the IR capabilities of the system 
were tested in an offline manner.  The WPT features associated with the IR subsystem have similar 
distributions across subjects [22].  This implies that generalised (subject independent) interference can be 
used for both training and testing, assuming they are from different subjects.  To fully test the rejection 
capabilities of the overall processing framework, test data-sets based on different levels of complexities were 
collected previously and are described in Table 2.  The third data-set represents a particularly challenging 
subset of interfering signals, as both the temporal characteristics and frequency distributions are similar to 
that of the volitional tongue actions. 



 

 

Table 2 - Description and content of the three levels of interference tested. Words enclosed in apostrophes 
indicate it is spoken otherwise the action is performed. 

Description Nr. of 
subjects 

Nr. of 
instances 

Activity content 

Standard 
interference 

5 900 
‘0’-‘9’, ‘open’, ‘close’, ‘on’, ‘off’, ‘start’, ‘stop’, drinking, 
coughing 

Free speech 
interference 

3 540 
1 minute conversation, 5-min newspaper reading, 
swallowing, drinking, coughing 

Lower frequency 
interference 

2 520 
Heavy breathing, moving lips, up-down/left-right head 
movements, sucking, tapping on forehead, left/right temple 
taps, chin taps, sternum taps, chewing, swallowing, drinking 

Performance measures 
Table 3 shows the possible outcomes that can occur when a decision is made by the proposed decoding 
framework.  There are two types of intention, either a volitional tongue action (+ class) or unintended inter-
ference (- class) which can occur.   Due to the combination of polychotomous action decoding and interfer-
ence rejection, there are three prediction outcomes that can occur, namely, correct classification of an action, 
misclassification and rejection.  Depending upon the peripheral being controlled, the occurrence of an FN- 
doesn’t necessarily affect the response of it.  An example would be navigating a computer menu, which can 
be considered a non-critical application, as a rejected command doesn’t impact negatively in terms of its re-
sponse.  Instead, if a command is rejected, it can be repeated with the only consequence being a delay in the 
response.  On the other hand, in critical applications, a rejected action classification can lead to an incorrect 
response in terms of the state of the peripheral. Here, an example would be wheelchair braking, as it is im-
perative that the wheelchair comes to rest at the time the brake command was issued. Therefore, critical ap-
plications are those where the output of the HMI is used to directly modulate the setpoint associated with 
controlling a dynamic system. 

Table 3- Possible performance outcomes which can occur from the proposed decoding framework 

 

 
Based on these observations, Table 4 introduces modified statistical performance measures for both critical 
and non-critical applications.  
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Table 4 - Statistical performance measures based on outcomes for both critical and non-critical applications 

Application Sensitivity Specificity Accuracy 

Critical SN± =
TP

TP + FN+ + FN− 
SP =

TN
TN + FP

 
CA± =

TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN+ + FN− 

Non-critical SN+ =
TP

TP + FN+ CA+ =
TP + TN

TP + TN + FP + FN+ 

Results and discussion 
Figure 4 and 5 show results for three and four action discrimination for the individual subjects S1 – S6.  The 
results are presented using the five statistical performance measures defined in Table 4.  The sensitivity 
measures (SN± and SN+) for each subject were aggregated from the four trials performed during the real-
time testing strategy.  Specificity (SP) is calculated based on the off-line interference data classified by the 
complete decoding framework after it had been trained using each of the training sets utilised during real-
time testing. The classification accuracies (CA± and CA+) were calculated under the assumption that the 
number of volitional tongue actions is equal to the number of interfering signals that were segmented.   

 

Figure 4 - Three action discrimination results for each of the six subjects (S1-S6).  Bar groupings from left-
to-right: 𝑆𝑁±, 𝑆𝑁+, 𝑆𝑆,𝐶𝐶±,𝐶𝐶+ 

 

 

Figure 5 - Four action discrimination results for each of the four subjects (S3-S6).  Bar groupings from left-
to-right: 𝑆𝑁±, 𝑆𝑁+, 𝑆𝑆,𝐶𝐶±,𝐶𝐶+ 



 

Apart from subject S2, all subjects show high sensitivity (> 80%) for both three and four action classification.  
The main cause of subject S2 having a lower 𝑆𝑁± = 64.2% is from rejection rather than misclassification as 
highlighted by a much increased 𝑆𝑁+ = 91.7%.  This is attributed to subject S2 being less experienced in 
making the tongue actions and therefore having higher intra-class variance.  All other subjects during three 
action discrimination exhibit similar sensitivity differences with the average 𝑆𝑁+ = 98.9 ± 1.2% across the 
remaining subjects (S1, S3-S6) compared to 𝑆𝑁± = 91.7 ± 5.0%.  This highlights the rejection capabilities 
of the ensemble classifier during real-time inter-action classification.  Instead of potentially misclassifying 
ambiguous instances as a single classifier would, it rejects uncorroborated decisions.  In non-critical 
applications, such a mechanism is extremely beneficial and prevents the interface from being ineffective due 
to too many misclassifications occurring.   

As expected, during four-action discrimination there is a drop in sensitivity across the four subjects S3 - S6.  
The differences between 𝑆𝑁+ and 𝑆𝑁± are less pronounced indicating that inter-action misclassification 
contributes more heavily to the drop in performance.  The highest specificity (SP ≈ 90%) is exhibited by 
subject S2 during three action classification and is due to increased rejection of the LF interference.  The LF 
interference is the predominant cause of FPs and although many of these signals could occur in reality, they 
are highly overrepresented in the test set.  

Figure 6 shows the average results (mean ± 1 STD) across the subjects who performed both three and four 
action discrimination, namely, subjects S3 – S6.  Across these well trained individuals, the specificity for 
three and four action discrimination are SP = 76.2 ± 4.1% and SP = 79.9 ± 4.9%.  The increase in 
specificity during four action discrimination is attributed to increased ensemble rejection as the additional 
action increases the probability of interference being classified differently across the ensemble members.  
The sensitivities for three action discrimination are SN+ = 99.4 ± 3.2% and SN± = 93.5 ± 0.8% while for 
four action discrimination SN+ = 92.8 ± 6.9% and SN± = 88.1 ± 4.5% respectively.  This highlights that 
very effective classification between three and four tongue actions can be achieved in real-time for more 
experienced users.  Furthermore, the majority of errors during three action classification (FNs) are due to 
rejection rather than misclassification.  For four action recognition, high sensitivity is still achievable with 
the additional action increasing the instruction set.   

 

Figure 6 - Average results (mean ± 1 STD) for three and four action discrimination across the four more 
experienced subjects (S3-S6). Bar groupings from left-to-right: 𝑆𝑁±, 𝑆𝑁+, 𝑆𝑆,𝐶𝐶±,𝐶𝐶+ 

Case study: Prosthetic hand control 
In the last decade, significant advances have been made in the electromechanical design associated with 
prosthetic hands [34]. This has provided amputees with highly realistic replacements which in many cases 
can mimic the 22 degrees of freedom (DoF) associated with the human hand.  Although this is a significant 
achievement, appropriate and relevant control strategies are still somewhat lacking [35] [36].  The majority 



of current control strategies utilise surface electromyography (sEMG) which allow physiologically relevant 
control signals to be generated.   However, the number of available sites is limited in the majority of 
commercial prostheses, using just a single pair of antagonistic muscle sites located in the forearm [37].   
Therefore, new interfacing strategies which can replace or complement these existing methods is of upmost 
importance if prosthetics are to be fully integrated into daily living. 
 
To demonstrate the utility of TMEP signals for real world HMI applications, we have interfaced the proposed 
decoding architecture for high-level control of a prosthetic hand.  This validation is performed in regards to a 
manipulation task whereby various everyday objects are moved within a tabletop environment.   Evaluation 
is based on task completion time and benchmarked against three alternative strategies including natural 
manipulation using a real hand, proportional control using force sensitive resistors (FSR) and a hybrid 
strategy.   The FSR method provides a similar control signal as sEMG sensors without requiring prior user 
training.  The task is performed by three healthy individuals with ten repetitions per subject and control 
strategy.  The following subsections describe the hardware involved, system setup, control strategies and 
comparative results. 

Hardware 
The prosthetic hand used in this case study is a Bebionic v2 manufactured by RSL Steeper, UK [34][38].    
The hand allows the user to achieve everyday manipulation tasks using common grip patterns with the 
opening and closing of the hand designed to be proportionally controlled using two sEMG signals.  A 
discrete switch located on the rear of the hand allows two primary grip patterns to be toggled.  A secondary 
method allows two further grip patterns to be accessed based on when the hand is fully open followed by a 
subsequent short duration open signal (<1s on the falling edge).  Therefore, four different grip patterns can 
be accessed on the hand at any one time and are preprogrammed by the user.  There is a total of fourteen 
available grips patterns, intended for different manipulation tasks, to choose from.  These include, but are not 
limited to, a precision open grip (POG), precision closed grip (PCG), key and point grip.  Figure 7 shows a 
state diagram indicating how the grip patterns can be accessed using the described primary and secondary 
switching method.  Shown alongside is the Bebionic v2 hand in the various grip patterns chosen for this 
study.  

 

Figure 7 – Bebionic v2 hand shown in the four grip patterns utilised during this study.  Also shown is a state 
diagram indicating how the grip patterns are accessed.  P – Primary switch (solid line), S – Secondary 

switch (dashed line), N – No action (dotted line), Red states – Group A grip patterns and Blue states – Group 
B grip patterns. 

Figure 8 shows the proposed system setup linking the TMEP decoding framework to Bebionic hand.  Also 
shown is the physical interaction between the user and their environment.  The prosthetic hand is shown in 



the standard open position which is the default position for all grip patterns when the hand is fully extended.   

 

Figure 8 – System setup for tongue control of the Bebionic v2 prosthetic hand. 

Control strategies 
To demonstrate the potential of discrete tongue movements for prosthetic hand control it has been 
benchmarked against a variety of alternative strategies.  Direct comparison with sEMG control signals has 
not been implemented due to these signals requiring prior training before proficient application during 
control tasks [37].  Instead, two FSRs have been utilised which provide similar proportional open and close 
signals in response to applied pressure from two fingers on the opposite unused hand of the subject.  This 
requires no prior training and the generated signals are comparable to extremely fine sEMG control signals 
requiring considerably less exertion from the user.  The four control strategies tested are as follows 
  

• Natural – Performing the task using a normal human hand.  This is used as a benchmark when 
evaluating the three remaining strategies.  The same grip patterns are mimicked by the healthy hand 
as stipulated by the task protocol. 

• FSR – This strategy involves the use of FSRs to produce a control signal which opens or closes the 
hand at a speed which is proportional to the pressure exerted. Mode switching is achieved via a 
push-switch which is located on the control terminal adjacent to the FSRs. 

• Tongue – This strategy involves the use of three distinct TMEP signals for the opening, closing and 
primary grip-switching of the hand. Due to the output of the TMEP decoding block being discrete, a 
single open/close action starts opening/closing the hand at a constant speed with a repetition of the 
same action stopping it.  As the duration and delay in processing a TMEP event is short (~300ms), 
this can still provide very fine control during manipulation tasks.  The tongue actions which 
correspond to the specific control actions are customizable depending upon user preference. Hence, 
it is possible to ‘rank’ the tongue actions such that the most commonly used control signal is 
assigned to the tongue action which the user is most comfortable with. 

• FSR + Tongue – This hybrid control strategy involves the use of the FSRs to open/close the hand and 
a single tongue action for primary grip switching. Again, it is possible to assign which tongue action 
is used via the action ranking feature in the software. 

 

Experimental protocol  
Figure 9 highlights the task space and protocol used during the evaluation of the various hand control 
strategies.  The setup consisted of the tabletop divided into three sections (each 15cm x 25 cm) with a filled 



bottle, tray and lid placed at the center of each.  A circular block was placed at the top of the middle section.  
The task protocol shows, for a single trial, the order that the objects were manipulated alongside the 
associated grip patterns and grip changes required.  The task itself resembles an everyday object 
manipulation task.  
 

    

Figure 9 – The proposed task space (left side) and task protocol (right side). 

 
Each trial consisted of the following:  Start timer by touching the block using the point grip, pick up the 
bottle using the power grip and place into the tray, pick up the lid using POG and also place into tray, pick up 
and lift the tray into the right cordon using the pinch grip and finish by touching the block again using the 
point grip, thus stopping the timer.  During the trial, the prosthetic hand is grasped in the right healthy hand 
of the individual. 
The experiment was performed by three healthy subjects who had previous experience in making all four 
tongue actions.  Specific actions were assigned to each of the control signals (open, close and primary grip 
switch) based on user preference with the task performed ten times per control strategy.  The TMEP decoding 
block was trained in the same way as during the real-time testing strategy. 

Results and discussion 
Figure 10 shows timing results for each trial across the three subjects (A, B, C) and four control strategies.  
Also shown are boxplots created from each of the ten trial groupings and is indicative of the distribution of 
the timing results. 
 

 

Figure 10 - Boxplot timing results of the hand control task.  Each subplot is associated with a subject 
performing ten trials for each of the four control strategies. 

 

As expected while using the natural control strategy, the subjects were able to execute the task in the fastest 



time (7.7±0.8, 6.6±0.6, 15.4±0.8 seconds; mean ± 1 STD).  In all cases, operation of the prosthetic hand was 
always slower than this.  For subjects A and B, this was at least a minimum of a factor of two times slower.  
In all cases, full tongue control was the slowest (44.3±15.1, 40.8±13.7, 46.7±22.1).  The hybrid control 
method (32.2±15.7, 21.7±5.6, 32.2±10.8) performed comparably to the FSR method (33.6±11.6, 26.3±9.2, 
24.2±4.6) on its own. 

Although full TMEP control was the slowest control method, the ability to perform and complete the task in 
all cases was demonstrated.  The slower completion time can, in part, be attributed to the increased cognitive 
load due to the subjects having no previous experience in controlling a prosthetic hand with their tongue.  
Subjects were often prone to making mistakes due to incorrect grip selection rather than TMEP signal 
misclassification.  This confusion often occurred during incorrect selection between the two grip switching 
mechanisms.   The hybrid method provides a good control solution as it performed comparably to the FSR 
method without involving an input from the other hand that is, pressing the push-button.  In reality, this 
switch is located on the back of the Bebionic v2 hand which would reduce the task completion time further 
under this control strategy.  It is also hypothesized that proper sEMG control is also likely to be slower when 
compared to using FSR signals due to the learning curve and large forearm muscle contractions required.    

We have demonstrated that the tongue can be used to control a prosthetic hand with comparable performance 
to proportional control methods across three healthy individuals.  Utilising the tongue provides additional 
and synergistic control signals that would otherwise be unavailable due to the limited sEMG control sites 
available on the forearm. 

Conclusion 
Tongue-movement ear pressure signals provide a completely non-invasive and unobtrusive means of 
assistive communication through monitoring bioacoustic activity generated from prescribed tongue actions.  
The simple hardware setup comprises two generic earpieces positioned comfortably within the ear canals of 
the user.  A real-time TMEP decoding framework has been developed enabling polychotomous 
discrimination of the volitional tongue signals alongside rejection of interfering bioacoustic activity.   This is 
based on two classification processes, namely, a heterogeneous ensemble classifier and an interference 
rejection subsystem.  Currently, four tongue actions have been defined, namely a left, top, right and bottom 
action. 
This paper has demonstrated real-time classification of both three and four action sets across six healthy 
individuals.  Ignoring rejections, for three action discrimination, the system was able to achieve over 90% 
sensitivity across all six subjects.  For the four subjects that went on to perform four action discrimination 
this sensitivity remained above 80%.  Therefore, for applications where rejection of volitional activity is 
insignificant, the system shows promising decoding capabilities.  Furthermore, if these false negative 
rejections do have a detrimental effect in terms of the response of the periphery, all subjects were still able to 
achieve over 80% sensitivity for both three and four action discrimination apart from subject S1 who was the 
most inexperienced user. 
Using expansive offline interference data sets, the full interference rejection capabilities of the decoding 
framework was tested.  This included a challenging subset of low frequency signals with similar temporal 
characteristics and frequency distributions as the volitional tongue actions.   Although many of these signals 
would be experienced extremely infrequently in real-life, the system was able to reject the interference with 
an average specificity of  >75% for both three and four action discrimination.  In real world situations this 
specificity should be greatly increased due to many of the misclassified signals being extremely unlikely to 
occur. 
The final section of this paper demonstrated the utility of TMEP signals for real-time command and control 
of an assistive device, specifically a Bebionic v2 prosthetic hand.  Full tongue control utilised three actions to 
control the open, close and primary grip switch functions of the prosthetic.  This was compared against three 
alternative control strategies including natural human hand manipulation (the benchmark), proportional-
based control using FSR sensors (mimicking sEMG control signals) and a hybrid FSR+tongue strategy.  An 



everyday object manipulation task was devised and the strategies evaluated based on trial completion time 
across three subjects and ten trials per control strategy.  Across all strategies, the subjects were able to 
complete the task with the hybrid strategy performing comparably to the proportional-based control strategy.  
The hybrid strategy has a significant benefit in that the remaining functional hand is not required to switch 
grips as with the current design.   This paper has highlighted the potential for volitional TMEP activity to 
provide additional control signals that expand the instruction set available to an assistive device, in a manner 
that is hands-free, unobtrusive and completely non-invasive. 
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